Fujitsu LIFEBOOK U7411 – an Intel® Evo™ vPro® platform-based Notebook

Step up to the next level of productivity

Family port replicator
- Shared components and docking for optimum flexibility
- Choose between the new classic port replicator or USB Type-C docking station
- Reduces acquisition costs and complexity of IT equipment

Slimline form factor
- Near-frameless display for maximum screen area
- Now thinner and up to 15% smaller than predecessor
- Comfortable and stylish travel companion

Security made easy
- Windows Hello integrated for convenient login
- Contact-free PalmSecure™ biometric authentication
- Highest security level to protect notebook and company data

Long-life battery
- Long-lasting battery supports fast-charging
- Runs for a whole working day
- Eliminates need to pack the charge

Full-size ports
- All interfaces are standard size – even the LAN port
- Full-size HDMI, USB Type-C
- No need for awkward adapters that can be easily lost

Premium connectivity
- Intel® Evo™ LIFEBOOKs are engineered to go anywhere – without giving up anything
  - Enjoy a single cable connection with Thunderbolt™ 4 technology
  - A modern workplace environment, in the office, at home, or on the road

Complete privacy
- Built-in camera shutter to guarantee privacy
- Electronic ePrivacy filter narrows the readable angle of the screen
- Keep critical information safe from prying eyes
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To find out more about the LIFEBOOK U7411, visit us online: www.fujitsu.com/de/products/computing/pc/notebooks/lifebook-u7411/